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Abstract
This paper presents a novel method to Image Retrieval Based on optimal
Texture Features extracted from GLCM using Genetic Algorithm . The basic
approach used here is that the textures features values that extracted from
gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) gives the typical values for
features analysis .The Genetic Algorithm finds optimal Texture Features
extracted from GLCM based on the fitness function . The obtained results of
different types of images like "texture" "non-texture" and as unknown
images where characterized in a good range.
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1. Introduction
This paper introduces a new approach to find optimal GLCM features which
are the most important in the field of image texture analysis using Genetic
Algorithm (GA). The typical system performs three major tasks.
The first one is texture analysis for features extraction, There are several
number of texture analysis techniques that have been used in image
processing area. Generally, the texture study includes: structural, transform
method, and statistical model . The most common second-order statistic is
gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) that used in this paper , the GLCM
is essentially a two-dimensional histogram of the number of times that pairs
of intensity values (or , more generally , arbitrary local features) occur in
given spatial relationship . thus , it forms a summary of the sub patterns that
could be formed by intensity pairs and the frequency with which they occur .
The second task is feature extraction (FE) from GLCM , For feature
extraction in content based image retrieval there are mainly two approaches
[5] feature extraction in spatial domain and feature extraction in transform
domain [15]. The feature extraction in spatial domain includes the
CBIR techniques based on histograms [5], BTC [4, 8, 9], VQ [3,10,11]. The
transform domain methods are widely used in image compression, as they
give high energy compaction in transformed image. So it is obvious to use
images in transformed domain for feature extraction in CBIR [11, 12].
Transform domain results in energy compaction in few elements, so large
number of the coefficients of transformed image can be neglected to reduce
the size of feature vector.
The third task is use Genetic Algorithm , where Genetic Algorithm
(GA) is used for optimizing or selecting best features which gives a reduced
feature set eventually results in high classification accuracy. Reducing the
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dimensions of the feature space not only reduces the computational
complexity, but also increases estimated performance of the classifiers. GA
is biologically inspired and has many mechanisms resembling natural
evolution [1] [6] [2].
There are other approaches that used GLCM with Genetic Algorithm in
computer vision , Jestin V.K. and J.Anitha used GLCM with GA for Retinal
Image Analysis [14] , Lijun Qian and Jianrong Xu used for Improvement of
Feature Selection in multi-phase CT images of hepatic lesions [16]
When we propose Genetic Algorithm to find optimal GLCM features
, it is necessary to allocate following points.
a. Divide image to number of blocks each with same size and give a label to
each block .
b. Each chromosome is used to represent a sort of block Matrix .
c. Texture Features extraction using GLCM Matrix .
d. Calculate fitness function based on GLCM features .
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2.Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)
In statistical texture analysis, texture features are computed from the
statistical distribution of observed combinations of intensities at specified
positions relative to each other in the image. According to the number of
intensity points (pixels) in each combination, statistics are classified into
first-order, second-order and higher-order statistics.
The Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) method is a way of
extracting second order statistical texture features. GLCM introduced by
Haralick . contains information about the positions of pixels having similar
gray level values.
A GLCM is a matrix where the number of rows and columns is equal to the
number of gray levels, G, in the image. The matrix element P(i, j | d, θ) is

the relative frequency with which two pixels, separated
by distance d, and in

direction specified by the particular angle (θ) , one with intensity i and the
other with intensity j.

Figure 1: Geometry for measurement of gray level co-ocurrence matrix for 4
distances d and 4 angles .
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The basic GLCM algorithm is as follow:
1. Count all pairs of pixels in which the first pixel has a value i, and its
matching pair displaced from the first pixel by d has a value of j.
2. This count is entered in the ith row and jth column of the matrix Pd[i,j]
3. Note that Pd[i,j] is not symmetric, since the number of pairs of pixels
having gray levels[i,j]does not necessarily equal the number of pixel
pairs having gray levels [j,i].
4.The elements of Pd[i,j]can be normalized by dividing each entry by the
total number of pixel pairs.
5. Normalized GLCM N[i,j], defined by:

3. Texture features
In 1973, Haralick suggested a set of 14 textural features which can be
extracted from the co-occurrence matrix, and which contain information
about image textural characteristics such as Angular Second Moment ,
Contrast, Correlation, Variance, Inverse Difference Moment, Sum Average,
Sum Variance, Sum Entropy, Entropy, Difference Variance, Difference
Entropy, Mean of Correlation, and etc. in our investigation five Haralick
feature functions were computed . They are Energy , Entropy, Contrast,
Correlation , and Homogeneity. Energy

Returns the sum of squared

elements in the GLCM and the range will be in [0 1] , Entropy measures the
randomness of intensity distribution , Contrast measure of the amount of
local variation in the image , Correlation measure of image linearity , and
Homogeneity Returns a value that measures the closeness of the distribution
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of elements in the GLCM to the GLCM diagonal and range will be in [0 1].
The equations for these five textures features are shown in table (1) .

Table (1) : Equations of Texture Feature
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4. Genetic Algorithms
The genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization and search technique
based on the principles of genetics and natural selection.GAs were first
described by John Holland in the 1960s and further developed by Holland
and his students and colleagues at the University of Michigan in the 1960s
and 1970s.An algorithm is a series of steps for solving a problem . A genetic
algorithm is a problem solving method that uses genetics as its model of
problem solving . it’s a search technique to find approximate solutions to
optimization and search problems . Basically , an optimization problem
looks really simple . GA handles a population of possible solutions. Each
solution is represented through a chromosome , which is just an abstract
representation . Coding all the possible solutions into a chromosome is the
first part , but certainly not the most straightforward one of a Genetic
Algorithm . A set of reproduction operators has to be determined , too .
reproduction operators are applied directly on the chromosomes , and are
used to perform mutations and recombination over solutions of the problem .
Selection is supposed to be able to compare each individual in the
population . Selection is done by using a fitness function . Each chromosome
has an associated value corresponding to the fitness of the solution it
represents . The fitness should correspond to an evaluation of how good the
candidate solution is . The optimal solution is the one, which maximizes the
fitness function . Once the reproduction and the fitness function have been
properly defined , a Genetic Algorithm is evolved according to the same
basic structure . It starts by generating an initial population of chromosomes
. The first population must offer a wide diversity of genetic materials . The
gene pool should be as large as possible so that any solution of the search
space can be engendered . generally , the initial population is generated
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randomly . Then , the genetic algorithm loops over an iteration process to
make the population evolve .
Each iteration consists of the following steps :
Selection : The first step consists in selecting individuals for reproduction .
This is done randomly with a probability depending on the relative fitness of
the individuals so that best ones are often chosen for reproduction than poor
ones .
Reproduction : in the second step , offspring are bred by the selected
individuals . for generating new chromosome , the algorithm can use both
recombination and mutation .
Evaluation : Then the of the new chromosomes is evaluated .
Replacement : During the last step , individuals from the old population are
killed and replaced by the new ones .
The algorithm is stopped when the population converges toward the optimal
solution .
The basic genetic algorithm is as follow:
1. [Start] Generate random population of n chromosomes.
2. [Fitness] Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each chromosome x in the
population.
3. [New population] Create a new population by repeating the following :
a) [Selection] Select two parents from a population according to their
fitness (the better fitness , the bigger chance to get selected) .
b) [Crossover] with a crossover probability ,cross over the parents to
form a new offspring (children).
c) [Mutation] with a mutation probability , Mutate new offspring at each
locus (position in the chromosome).
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4. [Replace] Use new generated population for a further sum of the
algorithm
5. [Test] If the end condition is satisfied(i.e. desired result is optimal), stop,
and return the best solution in current population
[Loop] Go to step2 for fitness evaluation .

5. The Proposed System
The proposed system consists of two stages as below:-

Genetic Algorithm (GA)

Image

Divide
Image
To n
with
same
size
block

- each chromosome
represents image with
same of blocks

Block
1

- each gene represents
block

Image
with best
GLCM
feature

- apply GLCM on each
chromosome
Block
n

- Calculate Fitness
Function for each
chromosome based
on GLCM Features

Figure 2: block diagram for the proposed system

First Stage : Image Dividing
take the image to be analyzed and Divide it to number of blocks each with
same size and give a label to each block ( we use the label number as value
of gene in the correspond chromosome ) and we save the pixels of each
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block in temporarily storage in order to retrieve these pixels when we
construct the original image matrix .

Second Stage : Genetic Algorithm
In the second stage the genetic algorithm will be used to find optimal GLCM
features which are :
1. Initialization : generate the initial population randomly, the initial
population consists of a number of chromosomes , each chromosome
consists of a number of genes (number (label) of block in the blocks
matrix that results from the first stage ) , then represent each chromosome
to correspond which a case of sort block of the matrix .
2. Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM): apply GLCM to each
matrix with the corresponding chromosome , in this work we use GLCM
with distances d=1 and angle of 3π/4.

Figure 3 : Geometry for measurement of gray level co-ocurrence matrix for
distances d=1 and angles θ= 3π/4 .
3 . Fitness Evaluation : for each GLCM matrix , we calculate the fitness
function based on GLCM features using equations in table (1) .

4. Selection (Rank Selection) : select two individuals from population at
random . the individual with the highest evaluation become the first
parent . repeat to find a second parent.
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5 . Crossover (Cycle Crossover) : apply crossover method (we use Cycle
Crossover) to the two parents from previous step , the operator works as
follows :
Each allele comes from one parent together with its position.
Informal procedure:
1. Make a cycle of genes from parent1 in the following way.
(a) Start with the first gene of parent1.
(b) Look at the gene at the same position in parent2.
(c) Go to the position with the same gene in parent1.
(d) Add this gene to the cycle.
(e) Repeat step b through d until you arrive at the first gene of parent1.
2. Put the genes of the cycle in the first child on the positions they have
in the first parent.
3. Take next cycle from second parent
for example :

Figure 4 : Cycle Crossover
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6 . Mutation (Reciprocal Exchange) : after crossover the genes are
subjected to mutation (we use Reciprocal Exchange method ) , in
reciprocal exchange method each gene in both child subject to mutation
with a probability rate (mut-rate =0.05), the operator works as follows :
a. Start with the first gene of first child.
b. generate a random float 'mut' .
c. examine ,if mut is smaller than mut-rate , select a random position
in child1, swap between a gene in this position and a gene from step (a)
. if mut is greater than mut-rate , no mutation .
d. repeat steps a through c until completing the first child's genes .
e. repeat steps a through d to the second child .
after mutation apply GLCM to the offspring , calculate the fitness function
to each GLCM matrix .
7 . Replacement : the last step is replacement , we use replacement to
determine which of the current members of the population, if any, should
be replaced by the new solutions ,there are two strategies are
generational and steady state replacement , we use steady state
replacement with weak method . the operator works as follows :
a. start with the first child .
b. select two chromosomes (chromosome1, chromosome2) at random
from the previous population to the current population .
c. compare , chromosome with highest fitness with the first child and
select from them that has highest fitness to current population .
d. repeat a through c to second child .
8. in this work we use steady state , new individuals are inserted in the
population as soon as they are created , repeat 4 through 7 until the one
population is completed .
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9. continue in generate new populations by repeat steps 4 through 8 until
each populations is completed ,in other word until reach to last population (
the population contains the optimal GLCM feature ).

5. Experiments and Results
To test the performance of our system , we take texture image and passing it
to proposed algorithm in chapter three which divide image to number of
blocks each with same size, generate initial population at random consists of
a number of chromosomes , each chromosome consists of the same blocks
but different from each other in order of blocks , each chromosome is
passing to GLCM for extracting features , selection ,crossover ,replacement
,continued in generate number of generations until reached to the last
generation , the result we obtained is one of the chromosomes in the last
generation is optimal chromosome (optimal GLCM features) , after that we
take image for other type , the result we obtained is optimal GLCM features

(a) Original Image

(b) Optimal Features

(c) Image After Retrieve

Figure 5 : Genetic Algorithm find optimal GLCM features for these image
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(d) Original Image

(e) Optimal Features

(f) Image After Retrieve

Figure 6 : Genetic Algorithm find optimal GLCM features for these image

6. Conclusion
The ultimate goal of this study is to evaluate genetic algorithms
in object-based analysis to help find optimal GLCM features . This method is
designed and tested for texture images then developed for any type of images .
it is based on the concept of the texture feature for digital images Using
GLCM . The data being analyzed on the images should be minimized to
only the useful features value that is considered important in evaluate
function. So the most important value was in homogeneity values return a
value that where measures the closeness of the distribution of elements in
the GLCM in different viewing direction such as 00, 450, 900 and 1800 is
considered as a good feature extracted from the images to
evaluate function in genetic algorithm .
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